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The ability of certain organic molecules to form multiple crystal structures, known as polymor-
phism, has important ramifications for pharmaceuticals and high energy materials. Here, we intro-
duce an efficient molecular dynamics method for rapidly identifying and thermodynamically ranking
polymorphs. The new method employs high temperature and adiabatic decoupling to the simula-
tion cell parameters in order to sample the Gibbs free energy of the polymorphs. Polymorphism in
solid benzene is revisited, and a resolution to a long-standing controversy concerning the benzene
II structure is proposed.
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Structural diversity abounds in nature, and in chemistry, an area where structural diversity has profound impli-

cations is molecular crystals. Small organic molecules can crystallize into a variety of different forms, giving rise to

the phenomenon of polymorphism. While polymorphism is important in numerous contexts, there are few in which

the stakes are as high as they are in pharmaceutical applications [1]. In the anti-AIDS drug Ritonavir, for example,

an unexpected insoluble crystalline form appeared in the manufacturing process after the drug’s launch in 1996 re-

quiring a massive and costly recall in 1998. From this and other examples [1], it is clear that a priori prediction and

thermodynamic ranking of the different crystalline polymorphs of a given compound are important problems in which

suitable computational techniques can play an important role.

Considerable effort in predicting crystal structures has been invested over several decades, and numerous theoretical

methods have been developed [2]. In order to evaluate the performance of different approaches, blind tests of crystal

structure prediction have been held by the Cambridge Structural Database every few years [3–6]. The rate of success

in predicting crystal structures is increasing, yet it is still low, and theoretical prediction of crystal polymorphism

remains an unsolved problem [2]. A reason for this is that most methods base their rankings on lattice energies of

different crystal forms, so that thermodynamic information is lost. For free energy based methods, the theoretical

challenge of exploring crystalline polymorphism stems from the need to sample a complex and rough energy landscape

in order to obtain free energy differences between different structures. In fact, polymorphism prediction has been

compared to the conformational exploration of proteins [7]. While the two challenges are very different, they share

important features, and consequently, methods developed for biophysical structure prediction could potentially be

adapted for crystal polymorphism exploration [7–11].

In this paper, we introduce a new technique for rapid exploration and ranking of crystalline polymorphs. The new

approach employs our adiabatic free energy dynamics (AFED) [12] scheme for mapping out multidimensional free

energy surfaces in complex systems [12]. AFED is a molecular dynamics approach in which an adiabatic decoupling is

imposed between a set of collective variables (CVs) of interest and the remainder of the system by assigning the former

a high mass. The CVs are also maintained at a high temperature Ts much higher than the physical temperature

T in order to ensure facile barrier crossing. Under these conditions, it can be shown that if a multidimensional

histogram in the collective variables is accumulated over the course of an AFED calculation, then the free energy

surface at temperature T is given by the logarithm of this histogram multiplied by −kBTs. For crystal polymorphism

exploration, we construct an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) AFED based approach, termed Crystal-AFED, in which the

three vectors of the simulation cell are chosen as CVs.

The equations of motion underlying Crystal-AFED are those of Martyna, Tobias, and Klein (MTK) [13, 14], which

generate an anisotropic NPT ensemble. Suppose the N atoms of a system at temperature T have masses m1, ...,mN ,
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positions r1, ..., rN , and momenta p1, ...,pN and interact via a potential U(r1, ...., rN ). If the periodic simulation cell

of the system is described by vectors a, b, and c (V = a · b× c), the MTK equations read

ṙi =
pi

mi
+

pg

W
ri , ḣ =

pgh

W
(1a)

ṗi = Fi − pg

W
pi − 1

Nf

Tr[pg]

W
pi +H(T ) (1b)
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[
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]
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1
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p2
i

mi
I+H(T ) (1c)

where H(T ) indicates a heat bath coupling at T , h is a 3×3 matrix whose columns are the three cell vec-

tors, V = det(h), Fi = −∂U/∂ri + f
(constr)
i is the force on particle i, including any constraint forces, I is the

3×3 identity matrix, Nf is the number of degrees of freedom in the system. The variable pg is a 3×3 matrix

that acts as a “barostat”, ensuring that the internal pressure tensor of the system P(int), whose elements are

P
(int)
αβ = det(h)

−1 ∑N
i=1 [pi,αpi,β/mi + ri,αFi,β ], averages to the external value P I. W = (Nf/3 + 1)kT τ2 is a mass-

like parameter where τ determines the time scale of the barostat motion. Note that the two heat baths in Eqs. (1)

separately maintain the particles and barostat at temperature T .

Using h as CVs in Crystal-AFED to generate the Gibbs free energy G(h, T ) requires assigning a temperature

Th � T to h. This is tantamount to replacing H(T ) in Eq. (1c) with H(Th). We must also introduce a large value for

the mass parameterW in order to ensure an adiabatic decoupling between the cell and particle dynamics. For the large

temperature separation, we employ the robust generalized Gaussian moment thermostatting (GGMT) method [15]

as the heat bath coupling. In order to enhance fluctuations in the cell matrix, we couple diagonal and off-diagonal

elements of pg to separate thermostats as described in the Supporting Information (SI). In addition, each atomic

degree of freedom is coupled to its own thermostat. Over a Crystal-AFED calculation, we accumulate a probability

distribution Padb(h, T, Th) of the cell matrix and recover the Gibbs free energy surface G(h, T ) at temperature T

from [12] G(h, T ) = −kBTh lnPadb(h, T, Th). Although this formula is, in principle, straightforward to apply, analysis

of the high dimensional distribution Padb requires a sophisticated approach such as a clustering algorithm [16, 17].

Finally, ideal structures can be generated from Crystal-AFED by selecting candidate structures and optimizing them

to remove thermal noise at the external pressure P .

In order to test the performance of Crystal-AFED, we chose solid benzene, which has attracted considerable exper-

imental and theoretical attention [18] due to its richness in polymorphs. Since the experimental work of Thiéry and

Léger [19], several theoretical studies on benzene polymorphism followed [9, 20–25]. While benzene I and benzene III

are consistently identified both theoretically and experimentally, the benzene II structure has remained controversial,

largely due to sample imperfection. A monoclinic unit cell was originally proposed (denote II88) based on limited

powder diffraction patterns [19]. Raman scattering [20] supports the existence of benzene II, yet the identification of
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TABLE I: Proposed phase II structure for benzene.

SGa a b c β Vm Z P T (K)
II88 [19] – 4.40 4.87 9.8 102.1 102.66 2 3.1 293
II96 [22] P21/c 5.43 6.68 6.65 121.6 102.63 2 3.1 293
II98 [23] P43212 5.54 5.54 15.3 90 117.4 4 3.0 –
II01 [24]e – 5.43 5.43 7.34 107.1 – – 2 293

aSG = space group, cell lengths in Å, cell angles in ◦, molar volume Vm in Å
3
, pressure P in GPa.

eII01 is essentially phase III with one or more line defects (denoted III(d)). As the form is not unique, the given cell parameters are
approximated from phase III(d) [24].

the structure has proved elusive. Three hypothetical structures (II96, II98 and II01) for benzene II were proposed (see

Table I), based on minimization of the lattice energy after molecular packing analysis for II96 and II98 and an MD

search for II01. Since both II98 and II01 have low lattice energies and powder patterns similar to experiment [23, 24],

it is unclear which structure best represents the true benzene II phase, and additional experiments are needed [18, 22].

Benzene polymorphism was not explored thoroughly until a recent metadynamics study [9], and in that work, no clar-

ification is given concerning benzene II. Rather, II98 is taken as the true benzene II structure, and no information

about the thermodynamic stability of different benzene polymorphs is given. Using Crystal-AFED, we will propose a

resolution of the benzene II controversy.

Crystal-AFED calculations of solid benzene at two physical temperatures, T = 300 K and T = 100 K and a pressure

of 2 GPa were performed using the PINY MD package [26] with the Gromos 96 force field [27] used in Ref. 9. Technical

details are given in the Supporting Information (SI). The parameter W is calculated using τ = 8.5 ps for T = 100 K

and τ = 10 ps for T = 300 K. In choosing the value of Th, we observed that phase transitions are rare for values less

than 28,000 K. In the range Th ∼ 30,000 – 32,000 K, we generate transitions between all of the polymorphs (higher

temperatures could also be used). Such a large Th value suggests high barriers between different free energy minima.

A small trajectory ensemble of a system of 192 benzene molecules was generated using Crystal-AFED using a 1 fs

time step. The initial conditions for each trajectory were randomly generated following Ref. 9. At the chosen values

of Th, the system can cross energy barriers freely leading to smooth solid-to-solid phase transitions. (See 9 for a

putative phase diagram.) Example Crystal-AFED trajectories are shown in Fig. 1, where (c) shows the transition

from benzene I to benzene III (Fig. 2 shows unit cell structures) from a trajectory at 300 K, while (a) and (b) show

the evolution of the cell lengths, angles and molar volume from trajectories at 100 K and 300 K. These figures indicate

that the cell lengths and angles (derived from h) can distinguish the different polymorphs and, hence, that h is a

good set of CVs for enhanced sampling despite the large values of Th needed. Using just six independent trajectories

at 100 K, we found all of the crystal structures in 470 ps while at 300 K, with twelve trajectories, we found them

within 700 ps.
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FIG. 1: (a) Crsytal-AFED trajectories for benzene at 100K; (b) Crystal-AFED trajectories for benzene at 300K; (c) a smooth
phase transition from a Crystal-AFED trajectory of benzene at 300K.

TABLE II: The benzene polymorphs found in Crystal-AFED.

I II (II98) III III′ IV V
a 9.44 5.68 5.57 10.70 9.41 5.59
b 7.14 5.68 5.63 5.54 5.86 3.92
c 7.26 14.88 7.68 6.93 6.44 9.82
β 90.0 90.0 110.6 108.4 90.0 93.3
Vm 122.0 120.0 112.5 97.0 88.7 107.5
Z 4 4 2 4 4 2
SG Cmca P41212 P21/c C2/c Pbam P21/c

aA short anisotropic NPT simulation is performed on a crystal candidate to obtain an averaged cell matrix. Using this averaged cell, the
structure is quenched to 0 K via simulated annealing to obtain a perfect crystal structure at finite temperature. SG = space group; cell

lengths are in Å, angles are in degrees and molar volume (Vm) is in Å
3
. The angles α and γ are both 90.

In order to determine the crystallographic space group, a configuration is selected as a crystal candidate if the

configuration is stable in the simulation for � 10 ps. The unit cell and space group of the optimized structure of the

candidate are then determined using the program PLATON [28]. The predicted crystal structures are summarized in

Table II, and a detailed comparison with metadynamics [9] and experiment [19] is given in the SI.

Within the Gromos force field, the predicted benzene I structure deviates slightly from the experimental structure

and actually is the same as benzene I′ in the metadynamics study of Ref. [9]. However, we refer to this phase simply as

benzene I rather than renaming it benzene I′ [9] because it is the only stable phase corresponding to the experimental
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I structure (see the SI).

In order to analyze the distribution of crystalline polymorphs and estimate Gibbs free energy differences, we

generated a larger ensemble of trajectories at 100 K, totaling 5.43 ns of simulation time from which 54300 configurations

were collected. These were filtered for disordered/amorphous structures using the orientational distribution function

P (cos θ), where cos θ = ui · uj , and ui and uj are unit vectors perpendicular to the planes of molecules i and

j, respectively. P (cos θ) will exhibit distinct peaks if the structure is ordered and will be essentially uniform in a

disordered state. As a measure of disorder, we employ the information theory entropy corresponding to P (cos θ),

S = − ∫ 1

−1 P (cos θ) lnP (cos θ)d(cos θ) as a filter for disordered states. Larger values of S correspond to a more

uniform P (cos θ) and more disordered states. We found that an optimal value for S for such a filtering in our study

is ≈ 4.7. After screening in this manner, we clustered the remaining 40001 configurations using a Gaussian Mixture

Model [16, 17] based on the values of the cell lengths and angles (see the clustering diagram in SI.). From the clusters,

we calculated the populations of each polymorph. Because several clusters share the same underlying structure, they

must be merged in order to evaluate the final distribution. The population distribution of benzene polymorphs is

shown in Fig. 2 with free energies and lattice energies indicated.

From Fig. 2, we see that the free energy and lattice energy measures are comparable and result in a consistent

stability ordering except for phase II98. II98 is often found in a mixed stacking structure (see SI), which is essentially

a phase III with line defects (denoted III(d)). The free energy analysis shows that mixed stacking structures have a

considerable thermodynamic stability while the stability of pure II98 is low despite its low lattice energy. This result

addresses a long-standing controversy: Crystal-AFED predicts that mixed stacking structures are thermodynamically

more stable at the simulated conditions. Hence, what is observed experimentally for phase II is actually such a mixed

structure (II01 or III(d)) rather than II98 [24]. Indeed, phase III(d) has a powder diffraction pattern that gives the

closest match to experiment [24].

Benzene IV is found to be stable (or metastable) only at pressures above 5GPa, and in our simulations, IV was

observed to change to I quickly under an ordinary anisotropic NPT simulation. Crystal-AFED trajectories visit the

IV structure but remain there for times sufficiently short as to give them negligible contribution to the distribution

(ΔG > 0). A typical pathway observed in Crystal-AFED at 2 GPa is from benzene I to V with IV appearing as an

intermediate state.

The Gromos force field appears to give a reasonably good prediction of benzene polymorphism at pressures in the

range 0 ∼ 4 GPa [9]. Our overall conclusion, therefore, is that at 2 GPa benzene III is the most stable form at 100 K

while mixed stacking structures have a comparable stability with III. The latter could be due to the fact that 2 GPa

is near the phase transition region under this force field. Phase I is the third most stable structure at 2 GPa, which
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FIG. 2: Probability distribution, unit cell structures, and corresponding free energies (with Th = 31000 K) and lattice energies
of the stable polymorphs of benzene at 100 K and 2 GPa obtained via Crystal-AFED. The unit cell for the mixed stacking
structure (III(d)) is one representative structure among all those generated in the simulation. The lattice energy is the sum
of the intermolecular energy and the PV contribution at 0 K and 2 GPa, which, for III(d), is averaged over several different
mixed forms.

is consistent with the putative phase digram in Ref. [9].

We have introduced the Crystal-AFED approach for exploring crystalline polymorphism under conditions of con-

stant external temperature and pressure in full atomic detail. Crystal-AFED offers several advantages over metady-

namics. Being based on a rigorous anisotropic NPT approach with well defined external temperature and pressure,

Crystal-AFED exhibits remarkable stability. It is straightforward to implement in existing anisotropic NPT sim-

ulation codes and contains just two adjustable parameters. Finally, as we have shown for solid benzene, from the

multidimensional distribution, we are able to estimate the relative free energies of the different crystalline polymorphs,

which were crucial for proposing a resolution to the benzene II controversy.

We thank Dr. Paolo Raiteri for useful exchanges and discussions. This work was supported by the National Science

Foundation (CHE-1012545 and DMR-0820341).
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